CIVITAS FastTrack Capacity Building Week 1

Get inspired and
meet suppliers
16–18 November

Virtually hosted in Freiburg (DE)

Programme overview
Time (CET)

Session title

Description

Tuesday, 16 November: Peer dialogues to inspire
9:30–10:00
10:10–11:15
11:30–12:45*
13:45–14:45

Welcome: mobility innovation as a driver
for sustainability
Setting the scene: current trends &
challenges (workshop 1)
Get inspired by peer cities' innovations
(workshop 2)
Get inspired by peer cities' innovations
(workshop 2b, for clusters 1 and 3 only)

plenary
by cluster
by cluster
by cluster

Wednesday, 17 November: Supplier dialogues to inspire
9:30–10:00

Make collaboration between suppliers
and local authorities work

plenary

10:10–11:10

Get inspired by suppliers

in groups

11:30–12:30

Virtual tour of Freiburg

plenary

Thursday, 18 November: Defining a common pathway to innovation uptake
9:30–10:15
10:30–12:15
12:15–12:30

Presentation: innovation diaries and
deployment plans
Cluster learning programme & individual
objectives
Wrap-up discussion

plenary
by cluster
plenary
*11:30–13:05 for Cluster 4

Programme for cluster 1:

Sustainable and clean urban logistics
Tuesday, 16 November: Peer dialogues to inspire
9:15–9:30

Connecting to Zoom, technical checks

9:30–10:00

Welcome: mobility innovation as a driver for sustainability
Welcome to the Capacity Building Week by Ana Drăguțescu, FastTrack
project coordinator (ICLEI Europe)
Roadmap to making the most of the Week: innovation diaries
Keynotes by Jill Warren, CEO, European Cyclists' Federation, and by
Johanna Tzanidaki, Innovation and Deployment Director, ERTICO
Q&A moderated by Peter Staelens, Eurocities

10:00–10:10

Icebreaker

10:10–11:15

Setting the scene: current trends & challenges (workshop 1)
This workshop discusses trends and challenges in Sustainable Urban Logistics:
Introduction by Anne-Charlotte Trapp, Eurocities (5 minutes)
Urban logistics in a rapidly changing economic context, Yanying Li, ALICE
platform
Challenges and opportunities in managing sustainable urban logistics
innovation, Paul Fenton, City of Stockholm (10 minutes)
SULPs: European guildelines to help cities plan a sustainable urban logistics
future, Georgia Ayfandopoulou, CERTH (10 minutes)
Discussion: collective reflection on the trends presented (30min)
How can local authorities adapt to a fast-changing context?
How have your cities so far defined their roles in these trends?
What needs to change in your context for you to be able to take-up the
innovation trends discussed?

11:15–11:30

Coffee break

11:30–12:45

Get inspired by peer cities' innovations (workshop 2)
This workshop pitches solutions that can respond to the needs identified by the
Local Affiliates (LA). First the workshop structure will be introduced, followed
by a series of 'pitches' from LAs, paired with Q&A sessions after each pitch.
Pitches:
Bologna: SULPs at the metropolitan level, Mauro Borioni
Vienna: Logistikplan2023 – coordinating all stakeholders, Dieter Häusler
Stockholm: what it takes to have a dedicated team working on urban
logistics, Paul Fenton

12:45–13:45

Lunch break

13:45–14:50

Get inspired by peer cities' innovations (workshop 2b)
This continues workshop 2.
Pitches:
Stockholm: how to create sustainable construction sites, Paul Fenton
Novelog project: planning tools and best practices, Sofoklis Dais, CERTH
Groningen: successes and pitfalls of logistic hubs, Sjouke van der Vlugt
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Cluster 1: Sustainable & clean urban logistics
Wednesday, 17 November: Supplier dialogues to inspire

9:15–9:30

Connecting to Zoom, technical checks

9:30–9:35

Welcome: overview the programme for the day

9:35–10:10

Make collaboration between suppliers and local authorities work
This session sets the scene and reflects upon the key principles cities should
consider when going out into the innovation market. Through a series of
interviews, this session will explore varied perspectives on how local authorities
can define where and how to seek out new mobility innovations, and what can
help guide them to identify high quality innovation partners.
Interviews with:
Katia Kishchenko, City of Antwerp
Karen Simons, Rebel Group
Julian Scriven, Brompton
Moderated by Jan Christiaens, Mobiel 21, and followed by questions from
the audience

10:10–11:10

Get inspired by suppliers
This workshop gives LAs the chance to get to know potential suppliers in
thematic groups, including learning about the innovation they are offering.
After pitching their innovations, suppliers will engage in a dialogue with Local
Affiliates and Ambassador Cities. Guided by the technical support partners,
each group will have dedicated time allocated to discuss the innovations more
in-depth, to identify potential barriers in the cooperation between the private
and the public sector, and to brainstorm factors that could quicken uptake of
innovations.
Suppliers will be matched with the appropriate thematic cluster prior to the
workshop, which will include:
Pitches by suppliers (5 minutes each)
Q&A and discussion (25 minutes)
Wrap-up (5 minutes)

11:10–11:20

Coffee break

11:20–11:30

How to use the supplier registry
Presentation by Sanne Vanderstraeten, Mobiel 21 of the FastTrack Database
of Suppliers and how to navigate through it.

11:30–12:30

Virtual tour of Freiburg (DE)
A virtual tour by Reggie Tricker, ICLEI Europe of the top four sustainable
mobility and transport measures implemented in our host city of Freiburg.

12:30–13:30

Digital break and time to book appointments with suppliers
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Cluster 1: Sustainable & clean urban logistics
Thursday, 18 November: Defining a common pathway to innovation uptake

9:15–9:30

Connecting to Zoom, technical checks

9:30–10:15

Welcome and presentation of innovation diaries and deployment plans
Following a brief overview of today's programme, CERTH will present the
"innovation diaries" and will respond to questions about these. Next, EIP will
introduce the "deployment plans".

10:15–10:30

Coffee break

10:30–12:15

Cluster learning programme & individual objectives
This workshop will facilitate a discussion amongst cities regarding the main subthemes that will make-up each cluster's tailored learning programme, to more
closely define the specific points within this programme. To open, AnneCharlotte Trapp, Eurocities, will present the programme of work for Cluster 1,
and its objectives.
Next, the discussion will be structured using a "World Café" format as follows:
World Café round 1: feedback, identify gaps
World Café round 2: Local Affiliates to prioritise sub-themes to work on
World Café round 3: Local Affiliates to define their objectives
Fill in innovation diaries (20 minutes)

12:15–12:30

Wrap-up discussion
A wrap-up discussion will be held in plenary, moderated by Anne-Charlotte
Trapp, Eurocities, and including:
Inputs from the cluster rapporteurs (3 mins each)
Closing words by Ana Drăguțescu, FastTrack project coordinator
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Programme for cluster 2:

Cycling in the urban and functional urban area
Tuesday, 16 November: Peer dialogues to inspire

9:15–9:30

Connecting to Zoom, technical checks

9:30–10:00

Welcome: mobility innovation as a driver for sustainability
Welcome to the Capacity Building Week by Ana Drăguțescu, FastTrack
project coordinator (ICLEI Europe)
Roadmap to making the most of the Week: innovation diaries
Keynotes by Jill Warren, CEO, European Cyclists' Federation, and by
Johanna Tzanidaki, Innovation and Deployment Director, ERTICO
Q&A moderated by Peter Staelens, Eurocities

10:00–10:10

Icebreaker

10:10–11:15

Setting the scene: current trends & challenges (workshop 1)
This workshop will set the scene and provide an overview of innovations that
are happening in Europe in the field of active mobility:
Presentation by Katia Kishchenko, City of Antwerp, on their bike policy
and its 'cycling city' features, including the cycling network, bike parking,
smart links, bike sharing, and safety (20 minutes)
Trends and challenges in active mobility, Fred Dotter, CIVITAS ELEVATE
State-of-the-art in active travel innovations, Alexandra Kershaw, Vectos
Discussion: collective reflection on the trends presented (30min)
How can local authorities adapt to these trends?
How have your cities so far defined their roles in these trends?

11:15–11:30

Coffee break

11:30–12:45

Get inspired by peer cities' innovations (workshop 2)
This workshop pitches solutions that can respond to the needs identified by the
Local Affiliates (LA). First the workshop structure will be introduced, followed
by a series of 'pitches' from LAs, paired with Q&A sessions after each pitch.
Pitches:
Bruges: infrastructure – how and where to arrange cycling infrastructure,
what guidelines can help, which infrastructure methods can stimulate active
mobility, Bart Slabbinck
The New Drive: bike sharing – business models, how to organise e-bike
charging, and what regulations must be followed, Sven Huysmans
Krakow: multi-modal approaches – how to ensure an increasing number of
cycling commuters can get to work safely, Joanna Majdecka
Copenhagenize: bicycle promotion – behavioural change, encouraging
people to leave their cars at home, Clotilde Imbert

12:45–13:45

Lunch break
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Cluster 2: Cycling in the urban and functional
urban area
Wednesday, 17 November: Supplier dialogues to inspire
9:15–9:30

Connecting to Zoom, technical checks

9:30–9:35

Welcome: overview the programme for the day

9:35–10:10

Make collaboration between suppliers and local authorities work
This session sets the scene and reflects upon the key principles cities should
consider when going out into the innovation market. Through a series of
interviews, this session will explore varied perspectives on how local authorities
can define where and how to seek out new mobility innovations, and what can
help guide them to identify high quality innovation partners.
Interviews with:
Katia Kishchenko, City of Antwerp
Karen Simons, Rebel Group
Julian Scriven, Brompton
Moderated by Jan Christiaens, Mobiel 21, and followed by questions from
the audience

10:10–11:10

Get inspired by suppliers
This workshop gives LAs the chance to get to know potential suppliers in
thematic groups, including learning about the innovation they are offering.
After pitching their innovations, suppliers will engage in a dialogue with Local
Affiliates and Ambassador Cities. Guided by the technical support partners,
each group will have dedicated time allocated to discuss the innovations more
in-depth, to identify potential barriers in the cooperation between the private
and the public sector, and to brainstorm factors that could quicken uptake of
innovations.
Suppliers will be matched with the appropriate thematic cluster prior to the
workshop, which will include:
Pitches by suppliers (5 minutes each)
Q&A and discussion (25 minutes)
Wrap-up (5 minutes)

11:10–11:20

Coffee break

11:20–11:30

How to use the supplier registry
Presentation by Sanne Vanderstraeten, Mobiel 21 of the FastTrack Database
of Suppliers and how to navigate through it.

11:30–12:30

Virtual tour of Freiburg (DE)
A virtual tour by Reggie Tricker, ICLEI Europe of the top four sustainable
mobility and transport measures implemented in our host city of Freiburg.

12:30–13:30

Digital break and time to book appointments with suppliers
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Cluster 2: Cycling in the urban and functional
urban area
Thursday, 18 November: Defining a common pathway to innovation uptake

9:15–9:30

Connecting to Zoom, technical checks

9:30–10:15

Welcome and presentation of innovation diaries and deployment plans
Following a brief overview of today's programme, CERTH will present the
"innovation diaries" and will respond to questions about these. Next, EIP will
introduce the "deployment plans".

10:15–10:30

Coffee break

10:30–12:15

Cluster learning programme & individual objectives
This workshop will facilitate a discussion amongst cities regarding the main subthemes that will make-up each cluster's tailored learning programme, to more
closely define the specific points within this programme. To open, Mobiel 21
and Vectos will present the programme of work for Cluster 2, and its
objectives.
Next, the discussion will be structured using a "World Café" format as follows:
World Café round 1: feedback, identify gaps
World Café round 2: Local Affiliates to prioritise sub-themes to work on
World Café round 3: Local Affiliates to define their objectives
Fill in innovation diaries (20 minutes)

12:15–12:30

Wrap-up discussion
A wrap-up discussion will be held in plenary, moderated by Anne-Charlotte
Trapp, Eurocities, and including:
Inputs from the cluster rapporteurs (3 mins each)
Closing words by Ana Drăguțescu, FastTrack project coordinator
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Programme for cluster 3:

Integrated multi-modal mobility solutions
Tuesday, 16 November: Peer dialogues to inspire

9:15–9:30

Connecting to Zoom, technical checks

9:30–10:00

Welcome: mobility innovation as a driver for sustainability
Welcome to the Capacity Building Week by Ana Drăguțescu, FastTrack
project coordinator (ICLEI Europe)
Roadmap to making the most of the Week: innovation diaries
Keynotes by Jill Warren, CEO, European Cyclists' Federation, and by
Johanna Tzanidaki, Innovation and Deployment Director, ERTICO
Q&A moderated by Peter Staelens, Eurocities

10:00–10:10

Icebreaker

10:10–11:15

Setting the scene: current trends & challenges (workshop 1)
This workshop will provide an overview of innovations that are happening in
Europe in the fields of MaaS, mobility hubs, and integration of modes:
MaaS, mobility hubs, complex system integration: aspirations or needs?,
Lucia Cristea, EIP
New trends in transport and mobility systems, Prof. Peter Jones, UCL
Social aspects to include when planning for a complex system, Laurie
Pickup, Vectos/SLR
Discussion: collective reflection on the trends presented (30min)
How can local authorities adapt to these trends?
How have your cities so far defined their roles in these trends?

11:15–11:30

Coffee break

11:30–12:45

Get inspired by peer cities' innovations (workshop 2)
This workshop pitches solutions that can respond to the needs identified by the
Local Affiliates (LA). First the workshop structure will be introduced, followed
by a series of 'pitches' from LAs, paired with Q&A sessions after each pitch.
Pitches:
Antwerp: MaaS – collaboration between public and private entities for
sustainable solutions, Marijke de Roeck
Budapest: integration of mobility systems – complex mobility systems
management, Mate Sebok, BKK and Andras Vagany, Budapest
Vectos/SLR: mobility hubs – insights from implementing mobility hubs and
working with developers, Mike Axon

12:45–13:45

Lunch break

13:45–14:50

Get inspired by peer cities' innovations (workshop 2b)
This continues workshop 2.
Pitches:
CambiaMO: behaviour change – integrated multi-systems that leave no one
behind, Floridea di Ciommo
Fuse Mobility: MaaS – MaaS in Scotland, Steve Cassidy
Sciences Po: governance aspects – Charlotte Halpern
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Cluster 3: Integrated multi-modal mobility
solutions
Wednesday, 17 November: Supplier dialogues to inspire
9:15–9:30

Connecting to Zoom, technical checks

9:30–9:35

Welcome: overview the programme for the day

9:35–10:10

Make collaboration between suppliers and local authorities work
This session sets the scene and reflects upon the key principles cities should
consider when going out into the innovation market. Through a series of
interviews, this session will explore varied perspectives on how local authorities
can define where and how to seek out new mobility innovations, and what can
help guide them to identify high quality innovation partners.
Interviews with:
Katia Kishchenko, City of Antwerp
Karen Simons, Rebel Group
Julian Scriven, Brompton
Moderated by Jan Christiaens, Mobiel 21, and followed by questions from
the audience

10:10–11:10

Get inspired by suppliers
This workshop gives LAs the chance to get to know potential suppliers in
thematic groups, including learning about the innovation they are offering.
After pitching their innovations, suppliers will engage in a dialogue with Local
Affiliates and Ambassador Cities. Guided by the technical support partners,
each group will have dedicated time allocated to discuss the innovations more
in-depth, to identify potential barriers in the cooperation between the private
and the public sector, and to brainstorm factors that could quicken uptake of
innovations.
Suppliers will be matched with the appropriate thematic cluster prior to the
workshop, which will include:
Pitches by suppliers (5 minutes each)
Q&A and discussion (25 minutes)
Wrap-up (5 minutes)

11:10–11:20

Coffee break

11:20–11:30

How to use the supplier registry
Presentation by Sanne Vanderstraeten, Mobiel 21 of the FastTrack Database
of Suppliers and how to navigate through it.

11:30–12:30

Virtual tour of Freiburg (DE)
A virtual tour by Reggie Tricker, ICLEI Europe of the top four sustainable
mobility and transport measures implemented in our host city of Freiburg.

12:30–13:30

Digital break and time to book appointments with suppliers
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Cluster 3: Integrated multi-modal mobility
solutions
Thursday, 18 November: Defining a common pathway to innovation uptake

9:15–9:30

Connecting to Zoom, technical checks

9:30–10:15

Welcome and presentation of innovation diaries and deployment plans
Following a brief overview of today's programme, CERTH will present the
"innovation diaries" and will respond to questions about these. Next, EIP will
introduce the "deployment plans".

10:15–10:30

Coffee break

10:30–12:15

Cluster learning programme & individual objectives
This workshop will facilitate a discussion amongst cities regarding the main subthemes that will make-up each cluster's tailored learning programme, to more
closely define the specific points within this programme. To open, Lucia
Cristea, EIP will introduce the scope of the session, followed by a presentation
of the sub-themes for cluster 3 by Mate Sebbok, BKK.
Next, the discussion will be structured using a "World Café" format as follows:
World Café round 1: feedback, identify gaps
World Café round 2: Local Affiliates to prioritise sub-themes to work on
World Café round 3: Local Affiliates to define their objectives
Fill in innovation diaries (20 minutes)

12:15–12:30

Wrap-up discussion
A wrap-up discussion will be held in plenary, moderated by Anne-Charlotte
Trapp, Eurocities, and including:
Inputs from the cluster rapporteurs (3 mins each)
Closing words by Ana Drăguțescu, FastTrack project coordinator
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Programme for cluster 4:
Traffic and demand management
Tuesday, 16 November: Peer dialogues to inspire

9:15–9:30

Connecting to Zoom, technical checks

9:30–10:00

Welcome: mobility innovation as a driver for sustainability
Welcome to the Capacity Building Week by Ana Drăguțescu, FastTrack
project coordinator (ICLEI Europe)
Roadmap to making the most of the Week: innovation diaries
Keynotes by Jill Warren, CEO, European Cyclists' Federation, and by
Johanna Tzanidaki, Innovation and Deployment Director, ERTICO
Q&A moderated by Peter Staelens, Eurocities

10:00–10:10

Icebreaker

10:10–11:15

Setting the scene: current trends & challenges (workshop 1)
This workshop will provide an overview of innovations that are happening in
Europe in traffic and demand management for sustainable urban mobility:
Presentation and discussion of trends and policies in traffic and demand
management, Dr. Georgia Ayfantopoulou, CERTH/HIT (10 minutes)
Bologna's experiences with these trends, Dr. Luca Bellinato, Municipality of
Bologna (10 minutes)
Johanna Tzanidaki, Innovation and Deployment Director, ERTICO (10
minutes)
Discussion: collective reflection on the trends presented, moderated by Dr.
Evangelos Mitsakis and Areti Kotsi (CERTH/HIT) (30min)
How is your city positioned in these trends?
What challenges do you face in adapting to trends in fast-changing
technological contexts?
What support (local, regional, European) would help overcome these?

11:15–11:30

Coffee break

11:30–13:05

Get inspired by peer cities' innovations (workshop 2)
This workshop pitches solutions that can respond to the needs identified by the
Local Affiliates (LA). First the workshop structure will be introduced, followed
by a series of 'pitches' from LAs, paired with Q&A sessions after each pitch.
Pitches:
Bologna: dynamic traffic light system, Dr. Luca Bellinato
Thessaloniki: traffic management decision support system for Thessaloniki
Agglomeration, Dr. Evangelos Mitsakis and Areti Kotsi, CERTH/HIT
Thessaloniki: Smart Mobility Living Lab, Dr. Jose Maria Salanova Grau,
CERTH/HIT
Bologna: data collection for fleet management, Dr. Luca Bellinato
Gothenburg: integrated soft priority system for public transportation,
Lennart Englund

13:05–13:45

Lunch break
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Cluster 4: Traffic and demand management
for sustainable urban mobility
Wednesday, 17 November: Supplier dialogues to inspire
9:15–9:30

Connecting to Zoom, technical checks

9:30–9:35

Welcome: overview the programme for the day

9:35–10:10

Make collaboration between suppliers and local authorities work
This session sets the scene and reflects upon the key principles cities should
consider when going out into the innovation market. Through a series of
interviews, this session will explore varied perspectives on how local authorities
can define where and how to seek out new mobility innovations, and what can
help guide them to identify high quality innovation partners.
Interviews with:
Katia Kishchenko, City of Antwerp
Karen Simons, Rebel Group
Julian Scriven, Brompton
Moderated by Jan Christiaens, Mobiel 21, and followed by questions from
the audience

10:10–11:10

Get inspired by suppliers
This workshop gives LAs the chance to get to know potential suppliers in
thematic groups, including learning about the innovation they are offering.
After pitching their innovations, suppliers will engage in a dialogue with Local
Affiliates and Ambassador Cities. Guided by the technical support partners,
each group will have dedicated time allocated to discuss the innovations more
in-depth, to identify potential barriers in the cooperation between the private
and the public sector, and to brainstorm factors that could quicken uptake of
innovations.
Suppliers will be matched with the appropriate thematic cluster prior to the
workshop, which will include:
Pitches by suppliers (5 minutes each)
Q&A and discussion (25 minutes)
Wrap-up (5 minutes)

11:10–11:20

Coffee break

11:20–11:30

How to use the supplier registry
Presentation by Sanne Vanderstraeten, Mobiel 21 of the FastTrack Database
of Suppliers and how to navigate through it.

11:30–12:30

Virtual tour of Freiburg (DE)
A virtual tour by Reggie Tricker, ICLEI Europe of the top four sustainable
mobility and transport measures implemented in our host city of Freiburg.

12:30–13:30

Digital break and time to book appointments with suppliers
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Cluster 4: Traffic and demand management
for sustainable urban mobility
Thursday, 18 November: Defining a common pathway to innovation uptake

9:15–9:30

Connecting to Zoom, technical checks

9:30–10:15

Welcome and presentation of innovation diaries and deployment plans
Following a brief overview of today's programme, CERTH will present the
"innovation diaries" and will respond to questions about these. Next, EIP will
introduce the "deployment plans".

10:15–10:30

Coffee break

10:30–12:15

Cluster learning programme & individual objectives
This workshop will facilitate a discussion amongst cities regarding the main subthemes that will make-up each cluster's tailored learning programme, to more
closely define the specific points within this programme. To open, Dr.
Evangelos Mitsakis, CERTH, will introduce the sub-themes for the programme
of work for cluster 4.
Next, the discussion will be structured using a "World Café" format as follows:
World Café round 1: feedback, identify gaps
World Café round 2: Local Affiliates to prioritise sub-themes to work on
World Café round 3: Local Affiliates to define their objectives
Fill in innovation diaries (20 minutes)

12:15–12:30

Wrap-up discussion
A wrap-up discussion will be held in plenary, moderated by Anne-Charlotte
Trapp, Eurocities, and including:
Inputs from the cluster rapporteurs (3 mins each)
Closing words by Ana Drăguțescu, FastTrack project coordinator

FastTrack partners

The CIVITAS FastTrack project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon
2020 research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement no. 101006853.

